
Chapter 5 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Recommendations and Future Work 

This chapter summarizes the way forward for getting ready to the 1Pv6 era for small 

scale and medium sized organizations in Sri Lanka taking Sri Lanka Insurance as an 

example. 

It is very unlikely that 1Pv6-only networks will become operational in the near future 

and it is equally unlikely that there will be any applications or operating systems that 

will support only 1Pv6 although the author has made such assumptions in the test 

scenarios. The main motivation behind the migration attempts from IPv4 to IPv6 is the 

increased pool of available Internet addresses and not necessarily the other features like 

automatic configuration especially when we consider organizations like Sri Lanka 

Insurance. The inadequacy of addresses in IPv4 matters only to Internet acces~ .as at 

present. But with the use of well known proxy and NAT technologies this matter has 

still not become an "issue". The obvious question here in Sri Lanka is whether it is 

worth to get ready for an environment which may not have a proper use for the next 

few years at least. However there are many reasons to justify getting ready for IPv6 

even at this stage. 

With current configurations almost all the organizations irrespective of their size use 

the private I Pv4 address range ( 1 0.0.0.0/8 or 172.16.0.0/12 or 192.168.0.0/16 ). When it 

comes to mergers of organizations the interoperability is sometimes a nightmare 

especially when the management decides to share common resources for all the 

companies. Further with layer 3 VPNs. since routing is done by the service provider. 
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there may be chances for mistakes due to the commonness of the addresses used by the 

organizations. If all the organizations have moved to 1Pv6 then each and every node 

will have a unique identifier and the above issue will not arise. Apart from many well 

documented reasons for ··why organizations should move to 1Pv6": the above reason is 

based on the author's experience in managing a corporate net\vork. 

However it is recommended that at this stage v,e gather experience with 1Pv6 while it 

is still not a critical issue to business. If network implementers \\ait till it becomes a 

must then netvvork builders may have to incur huge costs at. the last moment similar to 

another Y2K episode. 

The actual requirement to migrate to 1Pv6 may arise within the next five years time. ln 

Sri Lanka many organizations do major IT investments every 4 to 5 years time. 1t is 

evident that the most essential area to work effectively with I Pv6 is the network. As 

shown in the test scenarios for prefix advertising in a LAN. tunneling in a LAN and 

tunneling in a WAN it is required that the network equipment to be capable of 1Pv6. So 

it is recommended to ensure 1Pv6 compatibility with any new network equipment 

purchase. ln the case of routers if 1Pv6 lOS image is too costly. a little extra DRAM 

and Flash memory would be a good decision since this will help in deploying 1Pv6 

supportive lOS later. 

The other major bottleneck \\ill be the legacy operating systems where 1Pv6 support is 

not there at all. Anyway this will not be a major issue since in most of the cases 

organizations upgrade the operating systems every 5 to 6 years. With the OS upgrades 

it is required to make sure that the new version is compatible \\ith 1Pv6. The most 

complicated area is the application support especially when the systems are tailor made 

or fully customized to end-user requirements. In Sri Lanka Insurance almost all the 

Insurance Applications are in-house developed and most of them use embedded IP 

addresses (Though application migration does not come under the scope of this thesis. 

the author did some background study of the existing applications). It seems that these 

application migrations to make them support I Pv6 will a very time consuming and 

costly experience. As described in operating system migration where newer versions of 

operating systems have the native support for 1Pv6 and the legacy operating systems 

are incapable of upgrading so that they support 1Pv6. it is prudent in software system 
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purchasing to demand !Pv6 compatibility and have it included in the vendor agree

ments as well to avoid this potential problem. With In-House systems it is 

recommended to use the best practices in software development to eliminate incompa

tibility issues. 

The next major bottleneck will be the awareness and expertise of 1Pv6. Organizations 

should seriously consider training their IT support staff on I Pv6 so that they can make 

sure that the decisions taken by them are future proof. One of the recommended 

practices is the usage of 1Pv6 for Internet access to begin with. But the ISP support is 

required and the firewalls should provide adequate support. It is always better to have a 

separate Intemet link for !Pv6. In this exercise. the author practiced converting the 

network first. then the operating systems and lastly networking services including 

accessing Internet. But it is preferable to work the other way around if the requirement 

is only gaining awareness of!Pv6. 

5.2 Summary 

This thesis describes the results of implementing 1Pv6 in the majority of applicable 

areas at Sri Lanka Insurance. It is about analyzing and understanding the real issues to 

be encountered in a real world !Pv6 migration. Chapter l introduces the shortcomings 

of 1Pv4 and the steps taken to postpone the impact of its inadequacy until the world is 

ready to go for the ultimate solution which is !Pv6. This chapter briefly expl~-ins the 

history of !Pv6 and gives an overview of its new functionality. It further describes the 

approach taken in this research exercise. 

Chapter 2 deals with the interoperability of the two protocols. This chapter discusses 

the different transition mechanisms that have been defined and are most suitable for Sri 

Lanka Insurance such as dual-stack operation. tunneling and translation techniques. 

Chapter 3 begins with a description of Sri Lanka Insurance and its existing 1Pv4 

networking infrastructure. The latter part of the chapter is completely devoted to 

discussing the results of the background study done in Sri Lanka Insurance. The study 

was conducted basically to identify the most appropriate methodologies to be adopted 
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and to see the performance impact with various !Pv6 implementations. Several test 

scenarios show that !Pv6 is mature enough to be introduced to practical environments. 

Chapter 4 describes the real deployment of !Pv6 in Sri Lanka Insurance. It is discussed 

in the three major areas namely Net\\ork Deployment. Operating Systems Migration 

and the Netv,ork Application Adaptability. The issues that arise in practical IPv6 

migration are discussed. The performance issues in some areas too are discussed. 

Finally. chapter 5 proposes some guide lines for any large organization on how to get 

ready for !Pv6 based on the experience obtained from this research. 

ln general. it can be observed that with the new releases of operating systems and the 

applications !Pv6 support is enhancing. This is a positive trend indicating that in a few 

years time most of the incompatibility issues will be minimized. But considering the 

fact that 1Pv6 developments were started as far early as 1990, the maturity achieved by 

this technology after 18 years is far below expectations. 

As per most of the documentation interoperability or migration to 1Pv4 is straightfor

ward and well defined. But in reality this is not true. As described in chapter 4 there 

are many compatibility and operational issues and there are some well knmvn applica

tions which are not ready for 1Pv6. Although documentations mention !Pv6 support in 

many applications. as of year 2008 when this research was conducted. that claim is 

practically not justifiable. Even with Cisco, one of the key players in 1Pv6 develop

ments. it is required to purchase the expensive Advanced IP Services Image. not the 

regular IP Base. just to have very basic 1Pv6 features. Advanced features cost you 

more. Even then support is only through command line. In the deployment of !Pv6 

there is a major role to be played by the ISPs. But in Sri Lanka as of year 2008 vvhen 

this research was undertaken only Sri Lanka Telekom has given some kind of thought 

about 1Pv6. Some of them have directly admitted that they have other projects of 

higher priority. 

In this thesis. the author has addressed some of the noteworthy issues such as those 

described above that are to be encountered in any practical situation involving any 

migration attempt from 1Pv4 to 1Pv6 and their possible solutions. The author is hopeful 
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that any organization contemplating migration to 1Pv6 will find the information herein 

useful as an initial guideline. 
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